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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista SP2, Win 7 SP1, Win 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space
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middle earth shadow of mordor hidden blade rune

A thing of absolute beauty if, like me, you're into retro gaming.

Rarely have I seen a more devoted love letter to the halcyon days of 8 bit spectrum gaming.

Literally made me so happy that it brought a tear to this old gamers eye.

The bar has been set mighty high and I can't wait to see future titles from this developer.

Utterly superb.. Interesting a bit to hard for my gameplay. I dont like the invasions.

There is nothing new, nothing clever nothing you havn't seen before.. Around the World in 80 Days is a hidden object game
with an exploration theme. The story has you traveling around the globe solving hidden object puzzles with artwork and
background music that is themed to each location. Once you complete the game the story continues and there are even more
stages. If you like hidden object games then this is one to check out. It is priced very well. I'll be picking up more similar titles
from this dev.. Absolutely no gameplay. There's nothing there, I checked.. A completely average tower defence game. The
pirate setting is enjoyable and the graphics are nice; the music is repetitive and it does get grindy at times. Probably best to wait
for a sale.. I was really having some fun until I came to the last chapters before the great finale. It's just bad gamedesign, when
the game crashes 7 times (!) during the gameplay and just before I can end the game I'm missing a little thing to complete a
mission. Why do they let the player do things where a player loses this specific item before they made all the missions they have
to do with it? I'm so frustrated now. The solution is to play all the hours again and make this little mission before I make the
other one. Wow. Really not amused. A little warning would have been nice.... This game is a very addictive strategy game. It is
visually well done. The campaign is long enough for such a game. There are some missions that are really hard to beat. You have
to replay them about 10-15 times before finding the right strategy. I really like this challenge.

This game is totally worth $15.

The only downside is the lack of a Skirmish mode. It would be real fun to play Skirmish games after finishing the campaign..
Excellent Huniepop inspired game with a beautiful artstyle and a large,diverse cast of gorgeous girls that will gladly strip if you
play the game well.
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This game has "WOW" written all over it....It's an amazing VR experience...
I set graphic setting to Epic and resolution to Max and had a total blast..
If you own a VR headset this is a must buy..... i nearly puked
thumbs up. Bow portal ^^, pretty fun ^^. Lovely soundtrack. Bought this so I could stop starting the game up every time I
wanted to hear the load game theme.... This is a typical shovelware bundle game. Got it from the Yogscast bundle on Humble
and as with many of the other games in that bundle it's ok and not entirely without merit. But the step from "ok" to a
remommendation is a long one. It's pretty much a blatant Adventure Island clone (it goes so far as the first weapon you come
across is a stone hammer you throw in an arc...) with somewhat unresponsive controls and not that much value outside from
trying to appeal to nostalgia.

The asking price is just way to much. If you get it during a steam sale at like 80% off or something and you really like
Adventrue Island, sure you will get a few hours of enjoyment out of it, otherwise don't bother.
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